ROLL INTO SPRING

BLACKLION
BU66 Champoint

MAZZI

TIRE, WHEEL AND HARDWARE PACKAGE AS LOW AS $68.00 BI-WEEKLY ON 12 MONTH TERM*

GENERAL TIRE
Grabber A/TX

MAYHEM
PACKAGE AS LOW AS $99.00 BI-WEEKLY ON 18 MONTH TERM*

TOYO TIRES
Open Country H/TII

MAYHEM
PACKAGE AS LOW AS $95.00 BI-WEEKLY ON 18 MONTH TERM*

Firestone
Weathergrip

MAYHEM

PACKAGE AS LOW AS $86.00 BI-WEEKLY ON 12 MONTH TERM*

*Package includes hardware and professional install and balance. OAC, price may vary by location, conditions apply, at participating locations only, see store for details.

oktire.com
Service, Repair and Tires.
OVER 300 OK TIRE STORES ACROSS CANADA
OFFERING A VARIETY OF TIRE AND AUTO SERVICES TO
MEET THE NEEDS OF ALL OUR CUSTOMERS. VISIT
OKTIRE.COM FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF SERVICES
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL OK TIRE STORE.

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!

OFFICIAL AUTO SERVICE AND
TIRE RETAILER OF HOCKEY
CANADA AND TEAM CANADA

COLOUR THE #MORETHANTIRES COMIC AND TAG @OKTIRE

TEXT US AND WE’LL TEXT YOU BACK

VISIT OKTIRE.COM TO FIND A STORE NEAR YOU
VISIT YOUR LOCAL OK TIRE STORE FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PREMIUM ACCESSORIES

REBATES ON NOW!

SAVE UP TO $100* ON SELECT SETS OF 4 TIRES

*Limited time offer. Visit oktire.com for more details.